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Daren Tang, Director General of WIPO
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Hee-joo Lee, Director of Policy Planning,
Content Wavve
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Nils Rauer, Partner lawyer,
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platforms
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[ Korea/Trends of online platform ]
· Copyright issues resulting from convergence Sang-hyuk Im, Partner lawyer, SHIN&KIM LLC
of ICT and contents

15:15 ~ 15:25
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Session 2. Trends of Non-face-to-face Online Performances
and Copyright Issues in a Non-face-to-face Society
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IN T ROD UC TI O N O F S P E A KE R S
[Congratulatory address ]

Ros Lynch

Director, United Kingdom
Intellectual Property Office,
UK

Ros joined the UK Intellectual Property Office in February 2014
as Director of Copyright and IP Enforcement. As Director, Ros
leads the work to shape the direction of policy and operational
work in copyright and enforcement, ensuring that the UK legal
framework is up-to-date and fit for purpose. The role also
involves extensive international engagement both within and
outside Europe.
As a director at the IPO Ros is a member of the IPO Board, and
plays a key role in setting the future direction for the organisation.
She is also Head of Profession for policy officials in the IPO
and Senior Responsible Officer for the IPO’s work on artificial
intelligence, blockchain and other emerging technologies.

[Keynote address]

Daren Tang

Director General of WIPO

Daren Tang, a national of Singapore, began his six-year
mandate as Director General of the World Intellectual
Property Organization (WIPO) on October 1, 2020. Prior to his
appointment as WIPO Director General, he served as Chief
Executive of the Intellectual Property Office of Singapore
(IPOS), driving the strategic transformation of IPOS in support of
Singapore’s innovation-based economy.
Between 1997 and 2012, before joining IPOS, Daren Tang held
different legal positions within the Attorney-General’s Chambers
and the Ministry of Trade and Industry of Singapore. In 2016,
he received the Public Administration Medal from the Prime
Minister's Office Singapore for outstanding efficiency and
competence in the service of his country.
Daren Tang is a graduate of the National University of Singapore
(Bachelor of Law, Honors) and the Georgetown University Law
Center (Master of Laws, Distinction). He also attended the
Advanced Management Program at Harvard Business School.
He is fluent in English and Chinese
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I NTROD U CTION OF S PE A KE R S
[ Korea ]

· Media Advisor of Ministry of Science and ICT (2019 - )

HEE-JOO LEE

· Head of Platform Business Division of Content Alliance Platforms
Platform (2017 - )
· Director of Strategic Planning for Content Union Platform (2014 - )

Director of Policy Planning,
Content Wavve

· Director of Policy Planning, DMB Special Committee (2006 - 2014)
· Joining Dong-A TV (as a production PD) (1995)
· G raduated from Seoul National University's Department of
Journalism and Information (1995)

[ Overseas ]

Nils Rauer

Nils leads the TMT team in Pinsent Masons' Frankfurt office. His
focus lies on digitisation projects, the protection, use and enforcement
of data and intangible rights including personality rights, notably
copyright and trade secrets. Nils advises clients around the globe and

Partner Lawyer,
Law Firm Pinsent Masons

assists them in developing and implementing digital sales strategies.
His expertise includes portability of online content, geoblocking
regulations, ISP liability, GDPR-related advice, audio-visual media
and online payment services. He is also valued for his fine experience
regarding product promotion.
Nils' clients involve him in strategic transactions such as the licensing
of Artificial Intelligence ("AI") or Internet of Things ("IoT"). He also
enjoys a long-standing reputation as litigator. On numerous occasions,
he has represented clients in role model cases before the German
federal Court as well as the European Court of Justice in Luxembourg.
Currently, he is handling a much-noticed case for the German Digital
Library dealing with the framing technology.
The sector expertise Nils can build on comprehends the automotive
sector, finance and FinTech, media, education and research as well
as the pharma and cosmetics industry. He is frequently involved
in industry 4.0 projects helping in the digitisation of work flows and
product life circles.
Clients particular value Nils for his realistic knowledgeable predictions
and for keeping his word. Competitors recognise his detailed
approach and his capacity to continually find new angles to look at.
Nils is a member of the copyright and publishing expert committee of
GRUR and member of DGRI. He is lecturer at Johannes Gutenberg
University in Mainz as well as speaker at the Academy of German
Book Trade.
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IN T ROD UC TI O N O F S P E A KE R S
[ Korea ]
Mr. Sang-Hyeok Im is a partner at Shin & Kim. Mr. Im’s practice focuses

Sang-hyuk im

on resolving legal disputes related to media companies, contents business
(such as broadcasting, internet, games, entertainment, sports, etc.). Mr.
Im provides legal advisory services (M&A, financing, development and
distribution contract, etc.) and litigation services (copyright, defamation,

partner lawyer,
SHIN&KIM LLC

privacy) to leading broadcasting stations and media contents companies.
Based on his extensive experience, he provides one stop service ranging
from project planning, contract, distribution, active or passive legal
disputes to risk management for media contents companies.
He is presently also serving public positions such as being a member of
the Korea Copyright Commission, director of Seoul Institute of the Arts,
examiner for judicial exams and bar exams (IP law), and executive director
for the Seoul Bar Association. Mr. Im also lectures in universities (Seoul
Natl Univ., Yonsei Univ. and Korea Univ.).
Mr. Im is well-known as a lawyer specializing in the areas of cultural and
entertainment and is dubbed by the media as “icon in various media
disputes” “Korea’s best lawyer in entertainment” “the leading lawyer in
the cultural industry” “An expert in contents disputes involving copyrights
of IP and IT”. He has been interviewed on Korea’s cultural industry not
only by Korean media, but also by famous global media networks such as
CNN of the U.S., BBC of the U.K. and NHK of Japan.With the evolution
of technology, the business environment surrounding media contents
companies is changing on a daily basis. In the midst of such transition,
government policies and relevant laws and regulations are also quickly
revised, while generating new precedents. Based on up-to-date information
and extensive experience, Mr. Im offers the best fitting solutions in this
ever changing business environment by capturing the trends and changes
in the market, as well as the needs of clients.

[ Korea ]
· Director of a musical magazine <The Musical>

BYOUNG-SEONG,
PARK

· Instructor of the Korea National University of Arts, International Academy
of Arts
· Judge of the Yegreen Musical Awards, Idaily Culture Awards

Director,
The Musical

· Host and producer of the musical review show
<Stage Emotional Settlement>
· Author of <Musical Exploration>
· Performance Columnist
· Regular writer for various media performances such as
<100 Degree C>, <Artview>, <Eyes>, and <Metro>.
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INT ROD U C TI O N O F S P E A KE R S
[ Korea ]

Sung-kee Hong

He studied at Korea University's College of Law and University of
Pennsylvania Law School in the U.S.
He has been a lawyer specializing in entertainment law and copyright law
for more than 20 years and has been a law professor at Inha University

Professor of Law,
INHA University

since 2012.
As the nation's first-generation entertainment lawyer, he understands the
legal issues of the art world the most deeply, and is a lawyer who has
experienced the growth process of the cultural industry the closest.
He served as president of the Korean Entertainment Law Association,
vice chairman of the Korean Film Council, director of the Artists Welfare
Foundation, auditor of the Korea Film Archive and director of Inha
University's Graduate School of Law, and is currently busy as vice
chairman of the Korea Copyright Commission and director of the Korea
Film Archive.
He is an actor who appeared in about 20 movies such as plays, TV
dramas, and movies.

[ OVERSEAS ]

Kyle K. Courtney

Kyle K. Courtney, a lawyer and librarian, serves as the Copyright Advisor
for Harvard University. Working out of the Harvard Library Office for
Scholarly Communication, he works to establish a culture of shared
understanding of copyright law within the Harvard community and beyond.

Copyright Advisor,
Harvard University

His work at Harvard also includes a role as the copyright and information
policy advisor for HarvardX/edX, and he continues to teach first years law
students legal research as part of Harvard Law School's Legal Resea.
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I NTRODUCTION OF SPEA KER S
[ OVERSEAS ]

Rosan Bosch is the Founder of Rosan Bosch Studio and internationally

Rosan Bosch

renowned for her thought-provoking designs and innovative perspectives
on how schools can sustain children as creative thinkers. She has a
strategic, design-based approach and has worked with local and national

Founder and creative
director,
Rosan Bosch Studio

authorities transforming education, from communities in Norway to the
government of Argentina.
Rosan Bosch Studio uses creativity as a tool for innovation and
challenges established cultures and norms. She transforms physical
environments into meaningful and significant experiences. The studio
has designed some of the most innovative schools world-wide, from
Western Academy of Beijing in China, to the Vittra Schools in Sweden
and St. Andrew’s Scots School in Argentina. With their open, imaginative,
and dynamic interiors, the physical spaces embed each school’s unique
pedagogical methods and organizational principles, while promoting
modern and flexible learning.

[ Korea ]

GYOO-HO LEE

Professor of Law,
Chung-Ang University

< Educational Background >
J.S.D., Washington University School of Law (MO, USA)
LL.M., University of Washington School of Law (WA, USA)
B.A. and LL.M., Yonsei University College of Law (Seoul, Korea)
Visiting Researcher, Georgetown University Law Center (WA, DC, USA)
Visiting Scholar, Washington University School of Law (MO, USA)

<Research Area>
Intellectual Property Law, International Cultural Heritage Law, Private
International Law, Civil Procedure, Arbitration

<Academic Activity>
Co-President of Korea Association of Informedia Law (2018-2022)
President of the International Cultural Property Law Association (2018-2022)
President of the Association of Contents Property for Next Generation (20182020)
Vice President of Korea Private International Law Association (2018-2022)
Vice President of Korean Computer Game Law Association (2018-2020)
A Member of the International Law Association’s Committee on Intellectual
Property and Private International Law
A Member of ILA (International Law Association) Korean Branch
A Member of Expert Committee (for Emerging IP) at Presidential Council on
Intellectual Property (2020-2022)
Chairperson, Committee for reforming Korean Unfair Competition Prevention
Act (2020)
A Member of AIPPI Standing Committee on Geographical Indications
A Member of ACHS ICH Network Committee
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IN TRODUCTION OF SPEA K E R S
[ OVERSEAS ]

kevin T. Richards

Legislative Attorney,
Congressional
Research Service

Kevin Richards is a Legislative Attorney with the Congressional
Research Service (CRS) in Washington, D.C. As part of CRS, Mr.
Richards provides timely, objective, non-partisan, and authoritative
legal analysis to the U.S. Congress on intellectual property law
issues, and has published numerous articles on intellectual property
law. In addition to his current role in the legislative branch of the
U.S. government, Mr. Richards has previously examined intellectual
property issues as a part of the executive branch as a patent
examiner at the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office and in the judicial
branch as a law clerk at the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal
Circuit and the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Virginia.
In addition to his public service, Mr. Richards litigated intellectual
property law issues in private practice at both the trial and appellate
levels. Mr. Richards holds a J.D. from the University of Virginia
School of Law and a B.S. in computer science from the University of
Virginia.
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Congratulatory address

SEOUL COPYRIGHT FORUM 2020
Congratulatory message: Dr Ros Lynch, Intellectual Property Office, UK
I am delighted and honoured to participate in the 2020 Seoul Copyright Forum, the
focus of which is copyright issues in a post Corona era.
I wish to congratulate the Ministry for Culture, Sport and Tourism, and the Korea
Copyright Commission for hosting this year’s forum, and for choosing such a highly
relevant topic for discussion.
Like many countries around the world, the UK continues to struggle with the impact
of the virus. Our transmission rate is rising once again, and while most sectors of the
economy have reopened, new restrictions are once again being applied in various
parts of the country to try to halt the spread of the virus.

R o s Ly nc h

Director of Copyright
and Intellectual Property
Enforcement, Intellectual
Property Office, UK

There is no question that the economy and society have suffered immensely as a
result of the lockdown. Within the copyright industries, this impact is being felt by a
wide cross section of people.
New research suggests that across the UK creative industries (i.e. music, film, TV,
books, etc) there will be a combined £77bn turnover loss over the course of 2020
compared to 2019 (-31%). It is also projected that there will be a 122,000 drop in
employment, though in total over 400,000 creative industry jobs are said to be at risk.
But it is not just the musicians and writers that are being hit. Research also shows
that the supply chain will be badly impacted. Some venues are still unable to open
and where they have reopened, numbers have been severely restricted because of
the need to comply with social distancing requirements. This has left businesses that
supply theatres, museums, galleries, performance spaces, events and the media
industry also without revenue.
Further, when the country was in full lockdown, we have been told that there was a
massive increase in online piracy thus further restricting the income of many in the
creative industries.
Despite this, many in the copyright industries put in place generous measures to
support schools and other institutions of learning by providing free and easy access to
copyrighted materials, and by deferring payments or extending license agreements.
Films and games were made available online so that children had things to occupy
them during the time schools were closed. So, even though financially suffering the
content industries stepped up in support of the wider good.
Production of movies and television programmes has resumed, and some live
performances are being allowed but these are just small steps.
We will be counting the cost of coronavirus for many years to come. It is therefore
important that we discuss not only how it has impacted copyright and other IP rights,
but also how copyright could help to rebuild our communities and our economies.
Once again, I would like to congratulate the Ministry of Culture, Sport and Tourism,
and the Korea Copyright Commission for highlighting the link between copyright and
coronavirus, and for considering the impact on online platforms, performances and
education.
I wish you all the best for the discussion.
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Trends in KOREA

Trends of online platform industry

Hee-joo Lee | Director of Policy Planning, Content Wavve
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The Global Media Wars
& Korean OTT Services Today

October 15, 2020

Content Wavve Corporation
Hee-Joo Lee, Head of Policy Planning

22

[ TRENDS IN Korea ] Trends of online platform industry

’18 - ’23 CAGR 13.8%
for world OTT revenue

Steep increase of OTT
subscribers worldwide

SVOD services expected to drive growth

*Source : PWC(2019)

Source: OVUM(Sept. 2018)

OTT is now THE way Americans watch media content
OTT subscriber numbers in US by month
(1M
ppl.)

(Left) OTT
subscribers

(Right) Percentage of
population

Source: eMarketer(2019)

Source: Parks Associates(2019)
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TeleContent
Cable
communication

Fox Broadcast

20th Century Fox
Studios

Bought 21stCentury
Fox
Mar. 20, 2019
39%

Platform

US OTT Market

ABC
Marvel
Studios

Lucasfilm

$52B

Disney
$255

Tuner
(CNN, TNT, TBS)

DirecTV

Warner Bros.
Studios

AT&T
$286
$85B
24M Video Subs.
16M Broadband Subs.

Universal
Studio
‘19.01인수
$340m

Comcast
$151B
22M Video Subs.
26M Broadband Subs.

Amazon
$836B

Apple
$928B

Amazon
prime video
‘16.12.14
(World)
$5.99
100M Subs.
(‘18)

AppleTV+
‘19.11.1
$4.99
10M Subs.
(’20.2.)

PlutoTV
‘13
AVOD
18M Subs.
(’19)

CBS
$21B

61%

Fox cable
(Fox News, FS1,
Nat Geo)

SKY

Paramount

Viacom
$12B

Dreamworks

E!, Bravo,
CNBC

Time Warner

Market Cap: As of Jun. 2018

Viacom
Media(MTV,
Comedy
Central, BET)

Terrestrial OTT provider
TV

SKY

Acquired
$445m
100% stake
tubi
AVOD
2.5M
(’19)

ESPN

AT&T TV
‘20.03.02.
$49.99

xumu
AVOD
10M
(’20.2)

HBO

NBC
Universal

CBS

CBS
Iteractive/
CNET

Netflix
‘97.8.29
$170B
$12.99
183M Subs.
(‘20.4)

ESPN+
‘16.8.10
$4.99
7.9M Subs.
(‘20.5)

Hulu
‘07.10.29
$5.99
32.1M Subs.
(‘20.5)

Disney+
‘19.11.12
$6.99
54.5M
(‘20.5)

HBO NOW
‘14.10.15
$14.99
5M Subs.
(‘18)

HBO Max
’20.5.27
$14.99
4M Subs.
(’20.5)

Xfinity TV GO
‘13.11.5
Free for
cable subscribers

Peacock
’20.7.15
$4.99/9.99
1.5 M downloads

Showtime
‘15.6.3
$10.99
8M Subs.
(‘19)

CBS All Access
‘14.10.28
$5.99/$9.99
4M Subs.
(‘19)

Bundle price : $12.99

Market share breakdown of major US OTT platforms (As of Q1, ‘20)
netflix

Amazon Prime

Hulu

Disney+

ESPN

ESPN
Disney+

2%

14%
Hulu
8%

netflix
46%

Amazon Prime
30%
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[ TRENDS IN KOREA ] Trends of online platform industry

Netflix leads, with The 3 traditional media giants
(Walt Disney, Comcast, AT&T)

& The 3 tech dinosaurs (Amazon, Google, Apple) expected to come next
Tech
Dinosaurs
Traditional Media

OTT services from The States soon to land in Korea
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KBS

ABC

T Broad

Comcast

SK Btv

AT&T IPTV

wavve

Netflix,YouTube…

KBS

ABC

T Broad

Comcast

SK Btv

AT&T IPTV

wavve

Netflix,YouTube…

[ TRENDS IN KOREA ] Trends of online platform industry

KBS

ABC

T Broad

Comcast

SK Btv

AT&T IPTV

wavve

Netflix,YouTube…

Advertisement

Subscription

Legacy

New
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Video Content in Wireless Traffic

OTT Revenue CAGR 28.1%

posts 23% CAGR in ‘16-’19

in ’13 - ‘20

Percentages of Wireless Traffic by Content Form

(Unit : TB)

(Unit : KRW 100 M)

12000
CAGR : 23%

8000

4000

5,136

6,141
4,658

4,149

3,621

Video
Others

2,682

2000
0

App
Downloads
Social media

16Q3

17Q3

6,345

CAGR : 24.7%
8,208.4

6,857.7
4,844.6

7,801

11,023.4

Video traffic

10000

6000

Korean OTT Market Size Outlook for ‘12 - ‘20

18Q3

19Q3

Source: Ministry of Science and ICT

3,069
2,587

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Source: Korea Communications Commission

Large growth
in 40s group

OTT usage by age group (%)
3-years trend of OTT penetration (%)

Teens
20s
30s
40s
50s

N=7234 ppl

60s
and
older

N=6375 ppl

*Source: : Korea Communications
Commission(2019)
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[ TRENDS IN KOREA ] Trends of online platform industry

Korean OTT(SVOD) Market
23.9%

24.72%

31.31%

Partnership
Partnership

JTBC signed deal to
allow Netflix to stream
20 of its TV dramas
over 3 years

Launched new
OTT service

mobile
Sept. 18, 2019
(Launched services)

Nov. 28, 2019
(Rebranded services)

Jan. 28, 2019
(Rebranded services)

Jan. 2016.
(Launched In Korea)

Oct. 1, 2020

Jan. 2016
(Launched service)

YouTube : Most popular platform in Korea
Which media platform do you use most after 7pm?
Teens
94.7%,
20s
77.9%
30s
70.0%
40s
53.4%

50s & 60s
37%
Youtube Terrestrial

Cable

Netflix
wavve NaverTV AfreecaTV
(formerly “pooq”)

tving

Twitch

KakaoTV Watcha Play

Survey by Now N Survey, Nov. 1 – 4, 2019
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YouTube’s reach as AVOD platform increasing

- Growing penetration in advertising, search and music marketsPercentage of time spent on mobile video
apps (Android phones, May)

Nars Media’s survey on internet users in 2019:
Channel most often used for searching

AfreecaTV

Youtube is…

NaverTV

YouTube
85.6

✓Streaming 1 B hours of video
every day
✓Uploading 400+ hours of new
video content every minute
✓Used by 1.9B+ people each
month

Video
portals
Others

2019 breakdown of ad spend
2019 동영상 매체 광고비 비중
on video platforms

✓Used in 91 countries
✓Providing content in
80 languages

기타
facebook 10%
12%

출처:
메조미디어

YouTube
63%

SMR
15%

YouTube

Most often-used online music
channels (Top 5)

SMR

facebook

기타

▪ Expanding from UGC (user-generated content) to RMC
(ready-made content) and video portals
▪ Wavve also sees indirect impact from RMC
▪ Highly uneven playing field
No
Very
supportive
K Govt’
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network
cost

No tax
No regulation

UGC

MUSIC

RMC

Portal

VS.

VS.

VS.

VS.

[ TRENDS IN KOREA ] Trends of online platform industry

The strength of YouTube…Localization

Market shares of SVOD OTT services (based on MAU)
#1 Netflix (37%), #2 wavve(20%), #3 Tving (15%)
MARKET SHARE BREAKDOWN OF KOREA’S LEADING OTT
SERVICES (MAU OF JUN. 2020)
Seezn(시즌)

12%

wavve
20%

U+mobiletv
10%

TVING
15%

Watchplay
4% oksusu

Netflix
37%

2%
*출처: 닐슨 코리안클릭 APP Data(AOS+iOS)
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OTT apps with most users – Comparing the top 5

: Netflix leads, with 3 Korean OTTs in hot pursuit
Jun. ‘19

Monthly Active Users

Average hrs and days spent on apps per person
Android OS, Jun. 2020 users

Jun. ‘19
2019.6

33,000,000
10,000,000

2020.6
Jun. ‘20

8,000,000

6,000,000

4,000,000

2,000,000

0

YouTube
유튜브

Netflix
넷플릭스

Monthly average hrs spent on app per person

On Android OS
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

*Source: igaworks

Estimated Korean paying
subscribers (10k ppl.)

20s,30s
69%

Feb.
‘18
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16

Monthly average # of days each app was used per person

wavve
mobileTV
Tving
웨이브 U+U+모바일tv
티빙

Apr. Jun. Aug. Oct. Dec. Feb. Apr. Jun. Aug. Oct
‘19
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The strength of Netflix…Localization

Exporting content thru Netflix? Vs. Becoming a subcontractor?
“No more blockbusters＂
Selling rights

“Exclusive
release”

original

“Exclusive rights
overseas”
“IP included”

“Increasing
subscribers”

200 M ppl. in 190
countries
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History distortion and mistranslations abound … The dilemma of boundary-breaking OTT platforms

COVID-19 changes media viewing habits
More growth in SVOD over AVOD

34
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Since COVID-19,
Increase of indoor OTT viewing / 60%+ increase in time spent on OTTs / Change of genres watched
(Feature films → TV dramas and series)_
[Base=All respodents(n=1,200), Unit : %]

[Base=All respondents(n=1,200), Unit : %]

Changed
22.0

No
change
34.8

Changed
15.3

코로나19 발생 전

코로나19 발생 후

코로나19 발생 전

1.82

60.6

3.27
1.61

3.05
1.65

3.03
1.53

16.3

2.70

2.90
2.19

1.25

42.4
21.6

코로나19 발생 전

6.4

4.5

6.8

웨이브 넷플릭스
티빙
(Wavve) (NETFLIX) (TIVING)
(107)
(526)
(62)

왓챠
(WATCHA)
(36)

시즌
(Seezn)
(20*)

38.0
30.4

15.9

8.3

코로나19 발생 후

(단위 : 시간)

Outdoors

3.59

17.0

No
chang
e
84.7

More
62.0

No change
78.0

Indoors

[Base=All respondents (n=1,200), Unit : %]

Less
3.2

U+
모바일tv
(31)

32.1
23.9
21.2
14.7

6.5

4.3

9.8
6.5

8.2
3.3

Transporta Outdoors
Movie Variety/ Drama Sports Current News
Most often-used OTT platform
tion
(street,
affairs/
Ent.
etc.)
culture
[Base=Users who have changed where they watch(n=264), Unit : %]
[Base=Users whose viewing hrs have changed (n=782), Unit[Base=
: 시간] Users whose favorite genre has changed(n=184), Unit : %]
Indoors

(Excluding
home, office,
school)

Home

Office
/school

Source: p. 27, wave Brand & 2020년
Ad Impact
Survey
Report
for 1H결과
2020
Wavve 브랜드
및 광고효과
조사(상반기)
보고서 │ Page 27

Strategic decisions in response to changes in
global market environment
Integrated OTT service
Fair Trade Commission grants conditional approval
for merger of terrestrial “pooq” and SKT “Oksusu”

Hands
over
Oksusu
operations

Acquires
30% new
shares

Content Alliance
Platform (CAP)
POOQ + Oksusu
(Online video service
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Quick-VOD

WIDE VARIETY OF
CONTENT

UNLIMITED CONTENT
FROM TERRESTRIALS
&
GENERAL
PROGRAMMING
CHANNELS

36

MULTI DEVICES

FASTEST-VOD ON EARTH,
Quick-VOD (On-Air VOD)

Wavvie Movie
(SVOD)

CONTENT
DRAMA SERIES
FROM MAJOR FOREIGN
BROADCASTERS

4,600 MOVIES
ON SVOD

17,630 EPISODES,
803 TITLES
OF ANIMATIONS

[ TRENDS IN KOREA ] Trends of online platform industry

Building up Exclusive Content

To invest KRW 300 B (USD 360 M) in
original content by 2023
1200

1,000

1000

800
800

600
600

500

400
200

100

0
2019

2020

2021

2022

2023
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To invest in and produce KRW 60 B
(USD 72 M)’s worth of content by year-end
List of wavve-invested content

Sept. 2019
The Tale
of Nokdu.

38

May 2020
Old School
Intern.

Jul. 2020
SF8.

H2 2020
Lie after
SF8. Lie.

H2 2020
Alice.

Copyright and non-face-to-face Society:
Preview of Copyright Issues in the post-COVID-19 Era

Trends in OVERSEAS

Impact of non-face-to-face society
on online platforms
Nils Rauer | partner lawyer, Law Firm Pinsent Masons
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Practical
Observations

40
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•

Washington Post,
21 April 2020

•





Financial Review,
7 September 2020

•



Business Insider,
22 September 2020



beginning
of lockdown

3

end
of lockdown

beginning
of lockdown

?
online consumption
(professional commercial content =
user-generated content)

production & demand
(professional commercial content ≠
user-generated content)

4
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5

•




•



•
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European
Case Law

•



•



•



•


8
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Legislative
Developments

•



•



•




10
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11

•

•
•

•
•
•

12
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Trends in KOREA

Copyright Issues resulting
from convergence of ICT and contents
Sang-hyuk im | partner lawyer, SHIN&KIM LLC

Copyright and non-face-to-face Society: Preview of Copyright Issues in the post-COVID-19 Era

2
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3

4
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5

153

173

120.4
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랭킹

콘텐츠명

제작
연도

제작
국가

시청
연령

배급
사

1

이태원클라쓰

2020

한국

15세

JTBC

2

사랑의불시착

2019

한국

15세

tvN

3

하이바이, 마마!

2020

한국

15세

tvN

4

원펀맨

2019

일본

15세

애니
맥스

5
6
7

하이에나
연애의참견
블랙머니

2020
2019
2019

한국
한국
한국

15세
15세
12세

SBS
KBSN
-

8

멜로가체질

2019

한국

15세

JTBC

9

아이엠낫
오케이

2020

미국

청불

Netflix
(오리
지널)

드라마, 코미디,
SF판타지,
청춘/하이틴

10

연애실험:
블라인드러브

청불

Netflix
(오리
지널)

버라이어티예능,
로맨스

2020

미국

장르
드라마
드라마, 로맨스,
코미디
드라마, 로맨스,
코미디

2015년

2016년

2017년

2018년

2019년

2020년

애니
드라마
버라이어티예능
영화, 스릴러
드라마, 로맨스,
코미디

665

101

6

50

69

89

152 139

88 59
49

127

57 53 20
2

7
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7

www.shinkim.com
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Copyright and non-face-to-face Society:
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sESSION 2

Trends of Non-face-to-face Online
Performances and Copyright Issues
in a Non-face-to-face Society
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Trends in KOREA

Non-face-to-face online performance culture of
On-tact in a non-face-to-face society
ByoUng-seong Park | Director, The Musical
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Park, Byoung-Sung,
Director, The Musical

1

“A performance as a genre of art is made complete, and at the same
time its life is over, when performers meet their audience.”

-The very foundation of performing arts
has fallen apart since COVID 19

-Performance recordings have gone from ‘an additional feature’
to an alternative of the whole

2
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New York <The Met: Live in HD>
▪ Began live broadcasting New York Metropolitan Opera performances

in movie theaters in 2006

▪ Opera tickets $100-$500 vs. <The Met: Live in HD> tickets $25

Berlin Philharmoniker’s <Digital Concert Hall>
▪ Began online streaming services in 2008
▪ Subscription €149 (KRW 200,000) a year, €14.9 (KRW 20,000) a month

for more than 40 concerts year-round

▪ 35,000 paying subscribers at end of 2019

Britain <NT Live>
▪ Began live screening National Theatre performances in movie theaters

in 2009

▪ Screening in 700 theaters year-round in UK

ⓒ Metopera.org

▪ Broadcasting to 2,500 screens in 60 countries around the world

3

Seoul Arts Center <SAC on Screen>
▪ Began free screenings in 2013 in cinemas, performance halls,

military bases and schools in areas with less access to cultural
events, to encourage a wider audience to enjoy culture
▪ Produces

and distributes recordings of quality non-SAC
performances as well (e.g., produced recording of musical “Xcalibur”
which was performed at Sejong Center for the Performing Arts)

▪ Both live broadcasts and screenings of edited DVD recordings
▪ Hits include musicals “The Man Who Laughs”, “Shooting at the Moon,

Yun Dong-ju”, play “A Doll’s House”, ballet “Giselle” and more

Naver TV Live
▪ Full live broadcast of musical “Fanletter” in 2016. Despite concerns,

helped promote the show and increased ticket sales
▪ Musical “The Promise of the Day” recorded 3M views, while “Marie Curie”

SAC on Screen ⓒ Seoul Art s Center

(starring Kim So-hyang in title role for Act 1 and Ok Joo-hyun for Act 2)
recorded 580,000 views

4
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Since COVID
COVID19
Since
19

5

▪ Berlin Philharmoniker, New York Met Opera,

British National Theatre, Royal Opera
House and others offer previously paid-for
VOD services of their performance DVDs
for free
▪ Andrew Lloyd Webber also begins free

streaming of his musicals, and “Phantom of
the Opera” records 10M views in 2 days

ⓒ Universal

6
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On-tact screening of existing performances
▪ SAC on Screen provided 21 contents for free, from 20th March to 4th

April, recording total 737,621 views. ”The Man Who Laughs” 60mins
highlight recorded 150K views and Universal Ballet’s “Giselle” 77K.
▪ Seoul Performing Arts Company, Natl Theater Company of Korea,

Namsan Arts Center and other publicly run companies gave free
performances.

Aside from, Publicly theatre company’s existing videos were
archived contents, showing large discrepancy in quality
compared to performances screened SAC on Screen . Many cite
the need for more investment into performance videos.

Audience-less performance streaming service
▪ Sejong Center’s “Keep Up Your Spirit Concert”: Streaming in the

form of readings or showcase of performances that had been
cancelled due to Covid19
▪ National Theater Company of Korea and other publicly-run theater

SAC on Screen ⓒ Seoul Arts Center

companies gave performances through audience-less streaming of
works that were due to performed

7

Examples from overseas
▪ NT

Live at Home attracted 15mil. donations
($ 75,000 as of April)

▪ “Met Opera At Home Gala” ran for 4 hours, was

viewed 1.05 mil. times, collected $ 3mil. in donation

Examples from Korea
Naver TV Support Reward – attracted voluntary
donations of KRW 3,000 or more
Seoul Performing Arts Company’s “Lost Face 1895”
(video from 2015) received donations from 228
persons totaling KRW 2.19 mil.
Sejong Center’s “Classic Edge” (Audience-less
performance from 2020) received donation from 100
persons totaling KRW 1.1mil.
Met gala at Home ⓒ Met Opera

8
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Example of ”Mozart!”
▪ Screened during Chuseok holiday (3-4th Oct) on Naver V Live
▪ Filmed full-HD using 9 cameras incl. 2 Jimmy Jibs and an un-manned

dolly

▪ Approx. KRW 200mil. budget for additional production
▪ Only Ticket price KRW 33,000, Ticket+Merchandise package KRW

39,000-KRW 47,000

▪ Around 15,000 tickets sold – 12,000 individual tickets or packages,

3,000 group tickets
Example of “Lost Face 1895”
▪ Video versions of the show filmed during July 2020 for different cast
▪ Paid performances held on 28th-29th Sept

▪ 9 HD cameras including 4K cameras and Jimmy Jibs were used with

total production cost at KRW 70mil
▪ Ticket price KRW 20,000, allowed re-viewing for 3 hours after end of

streaming
ⓒ EMK Musical Company

9

Streaming of “Mozart” in Japan
▪ Three performances during 9th-11th August
▪ 3 performances package JPY 9500; 1 performance JPY 6000

“Sonata of a Flame” Live paid streaming
▪ 13 Live paid streaming sessions during 18th-27th Sept
▪ Cast included Super Junior’s Ryeowook and Pentagon’s Hui and

other K-pop group members
▪ Performance Ticket price KRW 33,000-KRW 99,000 VS

44,000 per stream

KRW

▪ Tickets sold and performance streamed on Presented LIVE

(Korean performance platform)

Screening of performance video of “Rimbaud” in Taiwan
▪ 3 performances during 25th-27th July at the Natl Taichung Theater
▪ What was supposed to be live performance replaced with video

screening
ⓒ Shinswave

10
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▪ SAC on Screen’s stage movie ”The Story of an Old Couple”, converging video and

performance

▪ Seoul Performing Arts Company is hosting a competition for web-based musicals as

as part of its experiment with new genres

11
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Trends in OVERSEAS

Recent trends and future prospects
of performances and exhibitions
Kyle K. Courtney | Copyright Advisor, Harvard University
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First Sale and Fair Use:
U.S. Copyright and Access to Materials in
the time of COVID
KYLE K. COURTNEY, ESQ.
COPYRIGHT ADVISOR
HARVARD UNIVERSITY

“An Act for the Encouragement of Learning….”
(1790)
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.

Exclusive Rights Under 17 U.S.C. §106
(“the bundle of rights”)
1) to reproduce the work
2) to prepare derivative works

3) to distribute copies of the work
4) to perform the work publicly

5) to display the work publicly

Economic Monopoly for Life
of the Author Plus 70 Years
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Libraries Balanced Role in Copyright
●

Libraries serve the economic purpose of copyright:
○

●

Estimated $720 billion spent on copyrighted materials in
libraries (books, journals, videos, art, etc.) worldwide

Libraries serve the “use and access” purpose of
copyright:
○

Ex. U.S. libraries circulate approximately 1,947,600,000
copyrighted items a year
5

Title 17 Copyright
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Statutory Copyright Exceptions
A statutory exception allows individuals
to exercise one of the exclusive rights of
copyright holder
• without obtaining the permission of the
copyright owner, and
• without the payment of any license fee

[Pre-Pandemic]
How do libraries legally do
what we do?

Fair Use and First Sale
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“Notwithstanding” section 106 “the fair use of a
copyrighted work, including such use by reproduction in
copies...for purposes such as criticism, comment, news
reporting, teaching (including multiple copies for classroom
use), scholarship, or research, is not an infringement of
copyright”
Fair Use, 17 U.S.C. §107

.

Exclusive Rights Under © (§106)
1) to reproduce the work
2) to prepare derivative works

3) to distribute copies of the work*
4) to perform the work publicly

5) to display the work publicly

68
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“Notwithstanding” section 106(3) “the owner of a
particular copy or phonorecord lawfully made under this
title is entitled, without the authority of the copyright
owner, to sell or otherwise dispose of the possession of that
copy”
First Sale, 17 U.S.C. §109

First Sale Doctrine (§109)
●

The term first sale focuses on whether there
has been a first, authorized sale of a particular
copy
○

if so, the copyright owner may not prevent
subsequent loans or sales.
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First Sale Doctrine
●

Entire industries and enterprises are built
upon the first sale right codified in Copyright
Act §109
○

○

○

70

Libraries are permitted to lend patrons
the books acquired

Used CD/Record/Book stores sell
copyrighted protected works in stores
eBay relies on this provision when it
permits users to sell copyrighted
protected works through its site

[ Trends in OVERSEAS ] Recent trends and future prospects of performances and exhibitions
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The problem with e-books & e-media
(streaming and otherwise)

V.

[During the Pandemic]
How do libraries legally
do what we do?

72
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Four Factors of Fair Use (17 U.S.C. §107)
(1) the purpose and character of the use;
(2) the nature of the copyrighted work;
(3) the amount and substantiality of the portion used
in relation to the copyrighted work as a whole; and
(4) the effect of the use upon the potential market for
or value of the copyrighted work.

Fair Use Analysis: “While legal obligations do
not automatically dissolve in the face of a
public health crisis, U.S. copyright law is,
thankfully, well equipped to provide the
flexibility necessary (fair use) for the vast
majority of remote learning needed at this
time.”

-

Public Statement of Copyright Specialists:
Fair Use & Emergency Remote Teaching &
Research
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“Normal” policies
(ex. 1-2 chapters, 1-2 articles, 10-20%)

Reserves, purchased textbooks, class
materials are abandoned in dorm
rooms, libraries, study halls, etc.

Normal Semester Timeline
Pandemic Emergency Access

Schools, universities,
libraries, campuses close or
are not at full operational
capacity

Expanded, flexible fair use analysis
“as much as necessary”
(measure from syllabus, class readings,
final exams, etc.)

Why didn’t the library get
permission or a license to
distribute works to the public
during the pandemic?
22
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Under U.S. copyright
law, libraries do not
need permission to lend
the books purchased

Can the library or educators
use technology to enhance
access (including loans and
distribution) to works?

75
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YES!
Universities are already using:

Electronic document delivery,
interlibrary loan, controlled digital
lending (CDL)*, virtual reading rooms,
and more….

Controlled Digital Lending

Using technology to replicate a library’s
right to loan legally acquired books in a
digital format to their users in a controlled
manner.
Kyle K. Courtney & David R Hansen, “A White Paper on Controlled
Digital Lending of Library Books,” at http://bit.ly/CDLWhitePaper18
(publication forthcoming)
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The CDL Methodology: First Sale, Fair Use, & Tech
(1)

(2)
(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

ensure that original works are acquired lawfully
apply CDL only to works that are owned and not licensed
limit the total number of copies in any format in circulation at any time
to the number of physical copies the library lawfully owns (maintain an
“owned to loaned” ratio)
lend each digital version only to a single user at a time (just as a
physical copy would be loaned)
limit the time period for each lend to one that is parallel to physical
lending
use digital rights management to prevent wholesale copying and
redistribution

The CDL Methodology

Loan to users, with
technical limits:
No copying,
No downloads,
Limited duration
w/ no permanent
copy retained

•
•

•

Careful for Market Harm
Pre-Existing Licensing
Low Risk Works
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A familiar system of access
One purchased copy
Checked out to one person at a time
Limited time period, returned
Made available to next person
*Repeat*
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Controlled Digital Lending continues to be adopted….
●

Now 40+ libraries have harnessed a CDL system to loan
their digital copies
○
○

○
○
○
○
○
○

Boston Public Library
Allen County Public Library (genealogical collection)
Georgetown Law Library
MIT Libraries
MIT Press (selected back catalog)
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (entire back catalog)
HathiTrust’s ETAS
And more….

31

Four Factors of Fair Use (17 U.S.C. §107)
(1) the purpose and character of the use;
(2) the nature of the copyrighted work;
(3) the amount and substantiality of the portion used
in relation to the copyrighted work as a whole; and
(4) the effect of the use upon the potential market for
or value of the copyrighted work.
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Fair Use Factor One: Library Use
●
●

●
●

●

Transformative
Educational, non-profit use
Definitely not commercial
Underlying purpose is the same as the first sale
doctrine (§109 – allowing books to be loaned)
No additional copy is being used

4th Factor Market Effect: Copyright & Friction
Library owns a legitimate copy of the book
○ Physical Access: First sale (§109) lets many users access
the book, but wait your turn (friction)
○ Digital CDL Access: Technology decreases the turnaround
time
○ Once user is done, transfers right to next user (enhancing

legal access)
○ Prevents the “friction,” which is not protected by copyright
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Digital loans do not negatively affect the
market (under fair use) any differently
than the legal uses already permitted by
libraries when lending books physically
(under first sale).

Thank you!
First Sale and Fair Use:
U.S. Copyright and Access to Materials in the time of
COVID
KYLE K. COURTNEY, ESQ.
COPYRIGHT ADVISOR
HARVARD UNIVERSITY
@KyleKCourtney
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Trends in KOREA

Impact of non-face-to-face society
on non-face-to-face online performances
Sung-kee Hong | Professor of Law, Inha University
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Bringing Performing
Arts Online – Copyright Issues
Sung-kee Hong
Professor/ Inha University Law School

1

A Reproduction/Recording-Unfriendly Genre
vs. A Formerly Reproduction - Unfriendly Genre

2
84
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Recording vs. Video Recording
The eventful history of arts and culture cable channel “A&C Kolon”
Dec. 1, 1995: “A&C Kolon” was launched as cable channel #37 for arts and culture
Feb. 1, 1999: Changed name to “ArthouseMoviesTV”
Feb 1, 2002: “ArthouseMoviesTV” changed its name to “MoviePlus” and switched
focus to movie info shows

Dec. 10, 2004: Changed name to “YTN STAR” and became an entertainment news channel
Apr. 13, 2009: Changed name to “Y-STAR”
Jan. 18, 2010: Started broadcasting in HD
May 4, 2015: Changed name to “K-STAR”

3

The Video-Recorded / Live-Streamed Performance Business
SAC on Screen

The Last Empress
The Man Who Laughs
4
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The Video-Recorded/Live-Streamed Performance Business
National Theater of Korea performances online (“NToK Closeup”)

NToK Closeup:
Online Streaming of NToK’s Best Repertoire –
“ShimCheong-Ga”

5

The Video-Recorded / Live-Streamed Performance Business
Korea National
Opera

Lineup for Online Theater “Operatique”

6
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The Video-Recorded/Live-Streamed Performance Business
EMK Mozart!

The Man
Who Laughs

Xcalibur

7

Copyright Issues
Copyright ownership of cinematographic works

Q. Who owns the rights for the performance when video recording
takes place?

Q. Who owns the copyright of that video recording/cinematographic work?
- Is it a derivative work?
- If so…?

8
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Copyright Issues
Status of the director– The age of cinematic directing has arrived
“The term ‘performer’…includes a person who conducts, directs or supervises a
stage performance” (Art. 2, Para. 4 of Copyright Act)

And the film director? “Where a producer of a cinematographic work and a person
who agreed to cooperate in the production of a cinematographic work have
obtained a copyright to the said cinematographic work, the rights necessary for the
exploitation of such cinematographic work shall be presumed to have been
transferred to the producer of the cinematographic work unless otherwise expressly
stipulated.“
Examples of Works (Article 4)
Theatrical works including dramas, choreographies, pantomimes, etc.
Who is the author (copyright holder) of a dramatic play? The director?
What about the creativity of the director?
9

Copyright Issues
The status of the artistic director – ‘work-made-for-hire’

“The authorship of a work made for hire … shall be attributed to that legal person,
etc., unless otherwise stipulated in the contract or work regulation, etc.”
What if a creation from an artistic director during his/her term becomes a workmade-for-hire?
The artistic director is left defenseless against art organizations’ ‘adaptation rights’
and ‘rights to integrity’ argument

Works may be archived and forgotten
10
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sESSION 3

Reviews of Trends of Online Learning
and Copyright Issues
in a Non-face-to-face Society
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Trends in OVERSEAS

Case studies and current status
of non-face-to-face online education

Rosan Bosch | Founder and creative director, Rosan Bosch Studio
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DESIGNING FOR A NEW WORLD STARTS AT SCHOOL
- TALK DESCRIPTION
With the boost in online education due to school closures world-wide and students learning through hybrid
models, we are becoming more aware of how we focus, how we communicate with each other, and what
are the possibilities and also the limits of the digital.
With her studio, Rosan Bosch explores what are the conditions that develop our maximum learning
potential. She addresses the pedagogical methods and organizational principles of schools from the
lenses of space and design. Space is both digital and physical – and in both it is essential to understand
how we learn and what we need to enhance that. For instance, we need access to a variety of learning
situations, in which students can choose what is the best setting to work individually, in groups, in handson exercises and to activate their bodies, among others.
In her talk, Rosan Bosch addresses how flexible learning environments support the necessary change of
mindset, enhancing students’ self-management skills and the ability to be agile and creative. In a more
flexible and differentiated setting, they become aware of their own learning process and take ownership,
growing into lifelong learners in an ever-changing world.
In a context in which hybrid educational models are becoming more and more popular, these skills will be
essential to provide a continuous learning experience, be it at home or at school, digitally or physically.
Learning how we learn is now more relevant than ever.
Designing for a better world started at school. Designing for a new world also starts at school.
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Trends in KOREA

Online education and issues
regarding copyright legislation

Gyoo-ho Lee | Professor of Law, Chung-Ang University
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Seoul Copyright Forum 2020

Copyright Law Issues Related to Online
Education in Universities in Post COVID19 Pandemic Era
15th October 2020

JW Marriott Hotel Grand Ballroom (5th Fl), Seoul

Gyooho Lee
(Professor of Law, Chung-Ang University
School of Law)

Introduction
Name: Gyooho Lee
Affiliation:

Chung-Ang University
School of Law, Seoul,
Republic of Korea
E-mail: ghlee@cau.ac.kr
cion2004@hanmail.net
glee2480@gmail.com
<Educational Background>
-J.S.D., Washington University School of Law (MO, USA)
-LL.M., University of Washington School of Law (WA, USA)
-B.A. and LL.M., Yonsei University College of Law (Seoul, Korea)
-Visiting Researcher, Georgetown University Law Center (WA, DC, USA)
-Visiting Scholar, Washington University School of Law (MO, USA)
<Research Area>
Intellectual Property Law, International Cultural Heritage Law, Private International Law,
Civil Procedure, Arbitration
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Introduction
[Academic Activity]
 Co-President of Korea Association of Informedia Law (2018-2022)
 President of the International Cultural Property Law Association (2018-2022)
 President of the Association of Contents Property for Next Generation (20182020)
 Vice President of Korea Private International Law Association (2018-2022)
 Vice President of Korean Computer Game Law Association (2018-2020)
 A Member of the International Law Association’s Committee on Intellectual
Property and Private International Law
 A Member of ILA (International Law Association) Korean Branch
 A Member of Expert Committee (for Emerging IP) at Presidential Council on
Intellectual Property (2020-2022)
 Chairperson, Committee for reforming Korean Unfair Competition Prevention Act
(2020)
 A Member of AIPPI Standing Committee on Geographical Indications
 A Member of ACHS ICH Network Committee

Contents


Contents of different types of online lectures



Contents of different types of online lectures and copyright law
issues



Use for the purpose of school education, etc. (KCA Article 25)



Fair use (KCA Article 35 quinquies)



Comparative legal analysis regarding use for the purpose of
education, etc.
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Contents of different types of online
lectures


Division of Future Education
Ministry of Education

Planning-430 (21st Feb 2020) “Use of Korean-styled public
online lectures (K-MOOC) in universities in COVID-19
pandemic”

Contents of different types of online
lectures
Whether produced
prior to class

Type

Produced prior to
class

Produced by professor

Uses already available
learning contents

Uses general material

Realtime video
lecture
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Details
Type 1

Develop contents in a studio of univ
campus

Type 2

Develop video contents by a professor
by himself/herself

Type 3

Linked to an existing course (KOCW, KMOOC, overseas MOOC etc)

Type 4

Aimed at promoting learning capacity
(uses already available contents of
univ OOOC)

Type 5

Uses general material related to
existing course or learning capacity
Uses powerpoint or PDF files

Type 6

Realtime video lecturing using e-class
(Zoom)

[ Trends in KOREA ] Online education and issues regarding copyright legislation

Contents of different types of online
lectures


Types 1~5 can be used in various ways to produce material prior to class
(In particular, types 3~5 need to be supplemented with Q&A, online
discussion and homework using e-class in order to prevent complaint
arising from students against poorly delivered lectures.)



Type 6 can be used to perform a realtime video lecture during given

class hours.


If a student with visual or hearing impairment is taking the course, then
subtitles have to be inserted in the videos, and text files (hwp, doc or

docx formats) need to additionally provided.

Contents of different types of online
lectures


Types 1-6 (Early March 2020)
➔ Types 1, 2, 5, 6 recommended (from end of March
2020 to end of 1st semester)
➔ Change to types 1, 2, 6 (from 2nd semester 2020
onwards)
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Contents of different types of online
lectures and copyright legal issues


Type 1 (Produced prior to class, by professor him/herself, developed within a studio
inside univ campus), type 2 (Produced prior to class, by professor him/herself, video
contents developed by him/herself)

- Video created for class
-

Article 25 (3) of Korea Copyright Act (KCA) can be applied

-

Downloadable lecture material are uploaded to ‘lecture material’ site. Students bring the
material to ‘lecture contents’ and runs it. They are able to watch the ‘lecture contents’
during a set period in the form of streaming.

-

If a student is unable to access streaming due to digital divide (low computer CPU etc.)
and requests that he or she be allowed to download not just the lecture material but
also the video, can such action be considered to be a part of “class”?

-

Using streaming services automatically checks the attendance of students. However if a
student is unable to access the lecture material and lecture videos due to a digital divide
and thus downloads them, then the student has to have his or her attendance checked
manually, leading to class participation based on student convenience.

Contents of different types of online
lectures and copyright legal issues
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In the case of type 3 (produced prior to class using already
available learning contents, linked to existing course) and type
4 (roduced prior to class using already available learning
contents, aimed at promoting learning capacity):

-

Legal issues related to copyright arise at the moment types 3 and
4 are created

-

When types 3 and 4 are actually used during class, KCA Article 25
(3) can be applied. (Because students complain about such types of
material, they are likely to be used for supplementary purposes.)

[ Trends in KOREA ] Online education and issues regarding copyright legislation

Contents of different types of online
lectures and copyright legal issues


Type 5 (Produced prior to class using general material)

- Posting portions of textbooks or other purchased materials online:
Processed accordance to KCA Article 25 (3)

-Incorporating music and television clips into their lectures:
Processed accordance to KCA Article 25 (3)
-Posting on YouTube a 1 hour 15-minute-long online lecture
(equivalent to 3-hour-long face-to-face lecture): Highly likely to
infringe copyright

Contents of different types of online
lectures and copyright legal issues
Type 6 (Realtime video lecture): There is high dependency on
Zoom rather than developing new proprietary software, due to the
need to quickly respond to COVID-19 pandemic (In Europe,
proprietary software developed and used in compliance to GDPR)
1. Is screen sharing and reading someone else textbook in
compliance with copyright law?
2. Is it possible for the professor to record the lecture either on
Zoom cloud server or one’s local computer and then allow
students to access the recording?
3. Is it possible for the professor to also record the discussions of
students on either Zoom cloud server or one’s local computer and
allow students to access it?
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Contents of different types of online
lectures and copyright legal issues
Non face-to-face lectures ((1) Zoom 100%, (2) Zoom + prerecorded video, (3) Pre-recorded video) vs. Hydrid face-toface lectures (face-to-face + non-face-to-face)
1. Is screen sharing and reading someone else textbook in
compliance with copyright law?
2. Is it possible for the professor to record the lecture either on
Zoom cloud server or one’s local computer and then allow
students to access the recording?
3. Is it possible for the professor to also record the discussions of
students on either Zoom cloud server or one’s local computer and
allow students to access it?


Contents of different types of online
lectures and copyright legal issues
1. Is screen sharing and reading someone else textbook in compliance with copyright
law?
➔ Processed in accordance to KCA Article 25 (3)
2. Is it possible for the professor to record the lecture either on Zoom cloud server or
one’s local computer and then allow students to access the recording? ➔ A professor
recording his or her lecture on a computer and making it available to students is within
the scope of educational purpose. However, if the recording is on Zoom cloud server and
made available to students, then Zoom as a company is able to access the contents,
leading to higher possibility of copyright infringement.
3. Is it possible for the professor to also record the discussions of students on either
Zoom cloud server or one’s local computer and allow students to access it? ➔ When
recording and making available to students discussions that had taken place among them,
their copyright to their opinion, as well as their portrait and voice-sound rights need to be
taken into account. The professor decides how the course will proceed while the students
usually choose which subject to take. However, mandatory courses do not give students
the right to choose. Therefore, even for mandatory subjects, there has to be careful
consideration of their copyright to their opinion, as well as their portrait and voice-sound
rights.
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Use for the Purpose of School Education,
etc. (KCA Article25)


Amended KCA Article 25 [Effective from 5th Aug 2020] [Law No.16933; 4th
Feb 2020; Partial amendment]

1. Reproduction, distribution, performance, exhibition or public transmission by
schools or other education institutions


Schools established by special Acts, the Early Childhood Education Act, the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act or the Higher Education Act, and
education institutions that are operated by the State or local governments may
reproduce, distribute, perform in public, display or transmit (hereunder, in KCA
Article 25, referred to as ”reproduce etc.”) parts of works already made public, if
those works are used for the purpose of education. (KCA Article 25 (3))

Use for the Purpose of School Education,
etc. (KCA Article25)


If it is inevitable to use the work in whole in view of the character of the work,
or the purpose and form, etc. of such use, then they may utilize the work in
whole. (Proviso of KCA Article 25 (3)).



This rule covers digital remote education. Education institutions set up according
to special acts as mentioned in KCA Article 25 refer to vocational schools
established under Social Education Act, industrial education institutions under
Promotion of Industrial Education Act, and special education institutions under
Special Education Promotion Act. Education institutions set up by the Early
Childhood Education Act refer to kindergartens (ECEA Article 2 (2)), education
institutions set up by Elementary and Secondary Education Act refer to
elementary schools, folk schools, middle schools, high folk schools, high schools,
higher technical high schools, special schools and other schools. (ESEA Article 2)
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Use for the Purpose of School Education,
etc. (KCA Article25)


Education institutions set up by the Higher Education Act refer to
universities and colleges, industrial colleges, teachers' colleges,
junior colleges, open universities and colleges, technical colleges
and other forms of schools. (HEA Article 2)



A person/organization that can perform, distribute, exhibit, publicly
transmit a work in this rule refers to schools and education
institutions mentioned above [including the teachers who are
directly in charge of educational affairs at such education
institutions. (If a teacher, at his or her initiative, asks a student to
photocopy on the teacher’s behalf, such copying also falls under
KCA Article 25 (3)]

Use for the Purpose of School Education,
etc. (KCA Article25)
2. Reproduction etc. by education support institutions
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Education support institutions affiliated to the State or local governments to
support classes implemented in schools and education institutions (hereunder
referred to as “education support institutions”) may reproduce etc. parts of works
already made public, if those works have been recognized as necessary in
implementing classes or in rendering support thereof. If it is inevitable to use the
work in whole in view of the character of the work, or the purpose and form,
etc. of such use, then they may reproduce etc. the work in whole. (KCA Article 25
(4))
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Use for the Purpose of School Education,
etc. (KCA Article25)
3. Reproduction or public transmission by a student (recipient of
education)


Education cannot be limited to the teacher (or professor)
unilaterally providing material to students. Education becomes
more ideal when it also involves provision of material by individual
students, making it interactive. Thus students can also reproduce or
publicly transmit works in relation to school education. (KCA Article
25 (5))

Use for the Purpose of School Education,
etc. (KCA Article25)
4. Payment of remuneration
A person who intends to exploit a work shall pay remuneration to
the owner of economic rights according to the criteria determined
and announced by the Minister of Culture, Sports and Tourism:
Provided, That those who engage in the reproduction etc. of relevant
works at high schools, their equivalents, or lower level schools shall
not be obliged to pay remuneration. (KCA Article 25 (6)) Also, since
remuneration for works used in education is paid to the owner of
economic rights, owner of publishing rights but not economic rights
cannot claim such renumeration.
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Use for the Purpose of School Education,
etc. (KCA Article25)
5. Undistributed remuneration, reproduction preventive measures and other matters


A remuneration management organization may use the remuneration that has been left
undistributed for more than five years from the date of public announcement of
remuneration distribution, after obtaining approval from the Minister of Culture, Sports
and Tourism for any one of the following activities: (i) Copyright education, awareness
raising or research; (ii) Managing and making available copyright information; (iii) Support
for creation of works; (iv) Copyright protection; (v) Promotion of creators’ rights; (vi)
Activities to enhance distribution of remuneration to rights holders; (vii) Activities to
promote use of works and fair use. Provided, That a certain proportion, as determined by
the Presidential Decree, shall be accumulated out of the undistributed remuneration in
order to be able to pay the claimant to remuneration should information about him or
her be verified. (KCA Article 25 (10)) If a publisher of educational books, a school, an
education institution, or an education support institution makes a transmission to public,
necessary measures, such as those to prevent reproduction, as prescribed by the
Presidential Decree, must be adopted to prevent infringement of copyrights and other
rights protected under this Act. (KCA Article 25 (12))

Use for the Purpose of School Education,
etc. (KCA Article25)
6. Limitations and scope
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If a school or education institution seeks to reproduce, distribute, perform,
exhibit or transmit to public (hereunder “reproduce etc.”) a part of a work that
has already been made public for educational purposes, then the use has to be
within the limit recognized as necessary for the purpose of education. (KCA
Article 25 (3))
However, if a school or education institution seeks to use a work that has
already been made public for educational purposes and if it is inevitable to use
the work in whole in view of the character of the work, or the purpose and form,
etc. of such use, then it may utilize the work in whole. (KCA Article 25 (3)
Proviso)
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Use for the Purpose of School Education,
etc. (KCA Article25)
If education support institutions supporting classes implemented in schools
and educational institutions (hereunder referred to as “education support
institutions”) seeks to reproduce etc. a part of a work that has already been
made public for educational purposes, then the use has to be within the
limit recognized as necessary for the purpose of education. (KCA Article 25
(4)). However, if it is inevitable to use the work in whole in view of the
character of the work, or the purpose and form, etc. of such use, then they
may utilize the work in whole. (Proviso of KCA Article 25 (4)) A person who
receives education at an education institution may reproduce and publicly
transmit a work already made public, within the limit recognized as
necessary for the purpose of education. (KCA Article 25 (5)) In the case of
using a work freely under KCA Article 25, the work may be translated,
arranged or adapted. (KCA Article 36 (1)) The source must be clearly
indicated. (KCA Article 37 (1))

Quotations from Work Made Public (KCA
Article 28)


It is permissible to quote a work already made public for purposes
of news reporting, critique, education and research, etc. within a
reasonable limit and in compliance with fair practices. (KCA Article
28) “Quotation” here does not apply only to literary works but also
to movies and radio programs. In such cases, the source has to be
clearly indicated. (KCA Article 37)
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Fair use of works (KCA Article 35 quinquies)
Article 35quinquies of the KCA stipulates, “(1) It is permissible to use works when
such use does not conflict with the normal exploitation of works and does not
unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests of rights holders except in cases
pursuant to Articles 23 to 35quater and 101ter to 101quinquies.
(2) In determining whether an act of using works falls under Paragraph (1), the
following subparagraphs, etc. shall be considered:
1. The purposes and characteristics of the use;
2. The category and nature of the works;
3. The amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the whole
work;
4. The effect of the use on the current or potential market or value of the work.”
Even in cases where above provisions are applied, the source has to be clearly
indicated. (KCA Article 37.1)

Comparative legal analysis regarding use of
works for educational purposes
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http://infojustice.org/archives/42200 (Korean
Copyright Act needs to be updated).
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Thank you for your attention

Gyooho Lee (Professor of Law, Chung-Ang
University School of Law)
 E-mail: cion2004@hanmail.net
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CRS-2
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Overview: Copyright and Distance Learning

1. U.S. Copyright Law Background
2. Copyright and Education
Existing U.S. Protections
b. Protections and Distance Learning
a.

3. Broader Considerations

CRS-3

1. U.S. COPYRIGHT BACKGROUND

CRS-4
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U.S. Copyright Law
• Protects works of authorship fixed in a tangible form
of expression

• Only copyright owner can, among other things,
“perform” or “display” the copyrighted work
publicly

Source: 17 U.S.C. §§ 102, 106.
CRS-5

2. COPYRIGHT & EDUCATION

CRS-6
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Background
• Copyrighted works are sometimes performed
or displayed during classroom teaching

Source: https://www.michigansthumb.com/tuscola/article/Cass-City-students-learn-history-with-popcornand-10851156.php
CRS-7

Exception: 17 U.S.C. § 110(1)
“[T]he following are not infringements of copyright:”

• “performance or display of a work by

instructors or pupils in the course of face-toface teaching activities of a nonprofit
educational institution, in a classroom or
similar place devoted to instruction”

CRS-8
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COVID-19
April 2020: “Globally, over 1.2 billion
children are out of the classroom.”
September 2020:

CRS-9

Distance Learning
“ [T]he following are not infringements of copyright:”

• § 110(1): “performance or display of a work by

instructors or pupils in the course of face-to-face
teaching activities of a nonprofit educational
institution, in a classroom or similar place
devoted to instruction”

• 1976 Committee Report:

CRS-10
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1976
Apple founded and
released Apple I

Samsung:
Sources: https://rrauction.com/PastAuctionItem/3414708;
https://www.samsung.com/us/aboutsamsung/company/history/
CRS-11

TEACH Act: 17 U.S.C. § 110(2)

• Provides limited protections for distance
learning

• Excludes certain activities, and includes

requirements for instructor, institution, and
technology

• More limited than classroom exception

CRS-12
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Fair Use: 17 U.S.C. § 107
• The “fair use” of a copyrighted work is not
infringement

• Includes “for purposes such as criticism,

comment, news reporting, teaching . . . ,
scholarship, or research”

CRS-13

Fair Use: Factors
Consider:
1. the purpose and character of the use, including
whether such use is of a commercial nature or is for
nonprofit educational purposes;
2. the nature of the copyrighted work;
3. the amount and substantiality of the portion used in
relation to the copyrighted work as a whole; and
4. the effect of the use upon the potential market for or
value of the copyrighted work.
CRS-14
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Why Not Fair Use?
• Highly fact-dependent
• Burden on the defendant

• If interpreted broadly, may not be clear why
other exceptions exist

• Unclear whether COVID-19 is relevant

CRS-15

3. BROADER CONSIDERATIONS

CRS-16
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Implications and Considerations
• Distance learning more important than ever
• Existing statutes may not have kept up

• Copyright owners currently not pursuing
actions

• Legislature may consider whether existing
protections are sufficient

CRS-17

CONTACT INFORMATION
Kevin T. Richards
Legislative Attorney
(202) 707-8978 (Office)
(202) 734-2031 (Work Cell)
krichards@crs.loc.gov
CRS reports online at: crsreports.congress.gov
CRS-18
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